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The large-scale setting of the Atlantic Ocean has important climatic implications, communicating as it does with both the Wedell Sea sector of Antarctic and the Arctic basin. In the global perspective, it is through the South AtIantic lhat the large hydrospheric heat losses of the entlre Arctic basin and the adjacent high-latitute North Atlantic must be mel In the Atlantic, the oceanic heat transport is directed northward trom high Southern latitudes ali the way to the Arctic. Indeed, hydrospheric heat transport in the South Atlantic is din~cted towards the Equator.
Whlle large amounts of heat are imported trom Olher parts of the Wor1d Ocean, the cold surface waters of the South Atlantic limit evaporative heat losses and are thus conducive to large net heat gain through the ocean surface, which in tum further contributes to the northward directed hydrospheric heat transport across the Equator. The annual-mean oceanic surface heat budget in the low-latitude Atlantic is characterized by largest net aIlwave radiation in the equatorial region, net surface heat loss in the central portions of the North and South Atlantic subtropical gyres, and smallest latent and sensible heat expenditures and therefore largest net oceanic heat galn in a band immediately to the South of the Equator.
This limitecl region acts as a major source of heat to fuel air-sea exchange in the North Atlantic and Arctic basin.
The treshwater budget is through evaporation-precipition processes, intimately related to the heat budget. The large evaporative lasses in the North AtIantic, which greatly exceed local precipitation, call for a substantial lateral inflow of treshwater into the greater Atlantic Ocean basin. Not only is the bulk of the river runoff trom the surrounding contlnents directed into the Atlantic, but treshwater is a1so imported from the Arctic basin, and more substantially trom the sub-Antarctic seas. The continuity requirements for freshwater are, in turn, related to the salinity budget. 
